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Milkhouse Candle Company founders, Eric and Janet Sparrow,
have strong ties to agricultural America. It's their Midwest
upbringing that inspired the creation of a cleaner, healthier
candle experience.
Starting off as a hobby for the couple in 2002, their candle
making began in canning jars bought at local auctions. They
shared their creations with friends, family, and co-workers, and
suddenly they started getting more requests for candles.
Years after the original candles were produced, Milkhouse has
grown into a thriving company that continues to produce soy
and beeswax candles.

The Milkhouse blend of waxes is simple: pure beeswax and
natural soy wax from soybeans grown in America’s Midwest.
No artificial dyes are added and there is no lead in the
wicks. Our blend of waxes provides a safe and clean-burning
alternative to paraffin candles.
We’re committed to spreading the message that soy wax and
beeswax are healthy alternatives to paraffin wax, but we can’t do
it alone. Thank you for joining us on our journey and helping us fill
America’s homes with clean-burning soy and beeswax candles!
Sincerely,

The Milkhouse Team
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creamery
collection
The Creamery Collection is a longstanding favorite at Milkhouse. The
collection pairs timeless design with a
wide variety of fragrances.

reed diffusers
15 Black Reeds, 200 ml of fragrance
(3 months worth),
1 Empty Milkbottle, Display Packaging.
-Refills availablecreamery
fragrance melts
5.5 oz
butter jar
22 oz.
Burn time: 120+ hours

milkbottle
8 oz.
Burn time: 50+ hours
cream jar
5 oz.
Burn time: 35+ hours
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butter jar
16 oz.
Burn time: 65+ hours
double wick

buttershot
2.2 oz.
Burn time: 20+ hours

elts

fragrance melts
Clean release Formula: Our Clean Release
formula won’t stick to the sides of most
warmers. Simply turn off the heat source,
let solidify, and dump the solid wax unit in trash.

creamery
fragrance melts
2.5 oz

Farmcollhoectusione

The Farmhouse Collection was inspired by
the rural life we love. A “chalk board” style
label is paired with fragrances that evoke
memories of simpler times.

farmhouse
fragrance melts
5.5 oz
farmhouse jar
26 oz.
Burn time: 150+ hours

mini Mason jar
7 oz.
Burn time: 42+ hours

Mason jar
13 oz.
Burn time: 70+ hours

800-565-1543 - 205 plaza lane osage, ia 50461
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Florals
GRATITUDE - a blend of vibrant
grapefruit, bergamot, and fresh
soft florals.
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TUSCAN GARDEN - fresh florals,
mountain greens, and spicy olive trees.

.

Enjoy the aromas of fresh-cut flowers
year round with a floral scented candle.

LILAC & WILDFLOWERS - lilac
blossoms combined with sweet
pea, daisies, hyacinth, and clover.

MORNING DEW - bergamot, yuzu, dewy lotus,
oriental poppy flowers with wild hibiscus
and garden mosses wrapped in patchouli,
soft cedarwood and amber-infused musk.

800-565-1543 - 205 plaza lane osage, ia 50461
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WHITE DRIFTWOOD & COCONUT - coconut water,
mandarin orange, rosewater, and tonka bean arriving
on a base of sun-bleached driftwood and citrus.
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TIKI BEACH FLOWER - blue green waves mingle with
tropical fruits of melon, pineapple, starfruit and juicy
red berries amid breezy island florals.

nd airy fragrances that are reminisc

SEA BREEZE - fresh ocean breezes gently
blowing over a calm beach. Soft white floral
background on a mossy musk base.
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SEA SALT & MAGNOLIA - sea salt notes
combine with lime, iris, and magnolia
to create this marine scent.
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BLUE SAGE & SEA SALT - bergamot, sea salt,
beach sage, eucalyptus, jasmine, and lavender
on a base of rosewood.

800-565-1543 - 205 plaza lane osage, ia 50461
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These warm and cozy fragrances evoke memories of times spent relaxing outdoors

SWEET WOODS - a rich fragrance bursting with
woodsy balsam and sandalwood. Accents of ripe
fruits and rich florals with a hint of smoky spice.
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FIRESIDE - pull up a chair and sit next
to the crackling fire. This fragrance
fills the entire house with the warm
fragrance of smoldering firewood.

CABIN FEVER - woodsy, warm,
and spicy. You won’t mind
being stuck indoors with this
complex, inviting aroma.

WARM WOOL - warm woodsy
fragrance with soft citrus notes
brought together with a fine musk.

CLOVER FIELDS - a fresh leafy
green scent with hints of
balsam, cinnamon, and cedar.

800-565-1543 - 205 plaza lane osage, ia 50461
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Fall

CINNAMON STICK - a strong cinnamon
fragrance with a woodsy undertone.
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ROASTED PUMPKIN SEEDS fire roasted pumpkin seeds dusted
with a hint of sugar and cinnamon.

MULLED CIDER - hot apple cider
steeped in the traditional mulling
spices of cinnamon, allspice,
clove, and orange zest.

Warm up your home with the rich, sweet,
and spice-filled fragrances of Autumn.

BROWN BUTTER PUMPKIN rich pumpkin puree blended with
browned butter, toasted nutmeg,
brown sugar, and cinnamon
swirled with sweet vanilla cream.

HARVEST FESTIVAL - a spicy
blend of cinnamon stick,
clove, nutmeg, and warm
vanilla.

800-565-1543 - 205 plaza lane osage, ia 50461
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FLANNEL & FROST - fir needle and
frosted eucalyptus mixed with
cedar, spearmint, and amber musk.

TIS THE SEASON - the traditional
holiday blend of tart citrus and warm
spices with a touch of vanilla.

CITRUS BALSAM - Balsam fir surrounded by
sparkling notes of orange, grapefruit, and
crushed cranberries.

FRES
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and

FRESH CUT FRASER - Fraser fir with
subtle notes of juniper, sandalwood,
and citrus.

WELCOME HOME - warm hearth fires
and fresh baked goodies from the
oven. Sweet, spicy, fruity, and delicious.

PEPPERMINT PINE NEEDLE - fresh pine
boughs laced with sweet peppermint
candies.

NORDIC NOEL - spearmint
blended with emerald spruce
and fused with spiced citrus.

uce
us.

VICTORIAN CHRISTMAS - fresh cut pine
boughs from the deep woods mingle
with rich spices.

HOLIDAY HOME - the perfect holiday
combination of fresh red apple, cinnamon,
clove, vanilla, and a hint of pine.

FRASER FARM - this true Fraser
scent will evoke memories of a
family trip to the tree farm.

800-565-1543 - 205 plaza lane osage, ia 50461
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Masculine
Fresh, clean, and rich fragrances.

SUMMER STORM - like an unexpected storm...dewy greens,
moist earth and cool breezes are awash with aromatic herbals
calmed with rain-soaked woods and hints of coconut water.

SWEET TOBACCO LEAVES - Tobacco leaves accented
with notes of cognac, amber, and sweet peach.
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SADDLE SHOP - a masculine,
rich, and musky leather.

BARN DANCE - A masculine tribute to the rural life.
Deep notes of rich cologne and pipe tobacco.

800-565-1543 - 205 plaza lane osage, ia 50461
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THESE LIGHT AND REFRESHING
FRAGRANCES WILL GIVE YOUR
HOME A BREATH OF FRESH AIR!

LAUNDRY DAY - the clean and
refreshing fragrance of sun dried
laundry fresh from the clothesline.
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CHASING FIREFLIES - lime and
sugar cane blended with
sweet vanilla and coconut.

CITRUS & LAVENDER - clean, tart
citrus combined with fresh fields of
lavender buds.
DANCING IN THE RAIN - a summer
rain on orange blossoms, summer
orchids, and wind swept grass.

EUCALYPTUS LAVENDER - a refreshing
blend of lavender and the exotic
spice notes of eucalyptus.
MOROCCAN MINT - elements of
cool peppermint with refreshing
eucalyptus and garden rosemary
sweetened with fresh spearmint.

800-565-1543 - 205 plaza lane osage, ia 50461
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Fresh island pineapple accented
with fiery paprika and sweet
coconut on a base of vanilla bean.
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MCINTOSH APPLE - a fresh picked, bright red
and juicy apple.

PEACH TEA - an infusion of white dandelion tea
steeped with summer peaches, nectarines, and sweet
jasmine petals. Sweetened with a touch of honey.

LEMONGRASS TEA - fresh green notes
with hints of Meyer lemons and
sweet ginger.
TANGERINE SODA - sweet and
sparkling tangerine is entwined with
strawberry and floral nuances.
LIMONCELLO - a lively blend of
fresh citrus, juicy melon, cane
sugar, and a hint of lemon zest.

800-565-1543 - 205 plaza lane osage, ia 50461
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From the

kitchen

APPLE STRUDEL - fresh apples baked in
a fragrant blend of spices and topped
with a buttery crumb strudel.
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OATMEAL, MILK & HONEY - fresh-baked
oatmeal cookies dipped in whole milk and
drizzled with sweet honey.
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Fill your home with the comforting fragrances of fresh
baked goodies with these culinary-inspired fragrances.

SWEET MOLASSES - a blend
of syrupy molasses, vanilla,
caramel, and cinnamon.

CRANBERRY AMARETTO - ripe red
cranberries combined with the famous
almond liqueur.

PURE VANILLA - the classic fragrance of
a fresh Madagascar vanilla bean.

800-565-1543 - 205 plaza lane osage, ia 50461
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MILK & SUGAR caramelized sugar and
warm milk combined
with notes of vanilla and
nutmeg.
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STICKY BUNS - warm cinnamon
rolls fresh from the bakery oven.

CUP O’ JOE - robust coffee
accompanied by notes
of vanilla, cinnamon, and
hazelnut.

800-565-1543 - 205 plaza lane osage, ia 50461
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candle
Care
Do not burn candles
near anything that
can catch fire. Keep
candles out of reach of
children and pets, and
never leave a burning
candle unattended.
Keep burning candles
away from drafts,
vents, ceiling fans, and
air currents. Always
burn candles in a wellventilated room.

PLEASE READ THE
FOLLOWING POLICIES
OPENING ORDERS:

Opening orders must total $500 or more. This is done to
ensure that your customers are introduced to an accurate
representation of Milkhouse products. After the opening order, we
only require a 2-case minimum reorder amount.

TERRITORY PROTECTION:

For optimum
performance, we
recommend trimming
wicks after each burn.
When trimming wicks,
extinguish the flame,
let the candle cool,
and trim the wick to 1/4
inch before relighting.

We reserve the right to protect areas within two (2) miles of active
retail partners. Milkhouse Candles cannot guarantee all territory
protection but will research proximity to existing customers with
each new inquiry to the best of our ability. For an account to
remain active and territories protected, yearly orders must total a
minimum of $1,000. Partners with no account activity within that
one-year period may be closed and subject to re-application
and opening order minimums. We reserve the right to sell to
another retail partner if terms are not met.

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS:

Extinguish candle after
3-4 hours of burn, or
when the wax pool
reaches the sides of
the jar. Discontinue use
of a candle when 1/2
inch of wax remains at
the bottom of the jar.
This will prevent possible
heat damage to the
counter/surface or the
candle container itself.
Our candles are not
intended for outdoor
use, and for optimum
performance we
recommend burning
them indoors.
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Orders may be submitted through our online ordering system or
by phone, email, or fax. Candles must be ordered in complete
cases of 12 for each collection and for each container style.
Mixing of fragrances is allowed within each container style.
If candles are not ordered in full cases, we reserve the right to fill
cases. This is done to avoid breakage during shipping.

FREE SHIPPING:

We offer FREE SHIPPING on all orders of $200 or more, in the
contiguous United States. There will be a $20 flat rate charge on
orders less than $200. (Orders must be in complete cases).

HUTCHES
prairie hutch
46”

book case hutch
32”

80”

76”

16”

24”
Do you need a way to display Milkhouse Candles in your store?
These hutches are an eye catching way to keep these candles front and center!
Milkhouse Candle displays are furniture-grade wood cabinets that are handmade
in Iowa. Both hutches come in 2 pieces and have 5 adjustable shelves.
Display hutches require a pallet to ship, a custom shipping quote will be required.

*Ask about our hutch program*

MADE IN THE USA!
800-565-1543 - 205 plaza lane osage, ia 50461
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